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Abstract
At the Pieve of Santo Stefano in Prato, Italy, the cult of the Vergin and her Sacred Belt became pop-
ular from the third quarter of the thirteenth century and "Historia" was edited by the canonry to prove
the history and authenticity of the relic. Under the "Historia", the subject of <<Assumption of the Ver-
gin in the giving the Belt to Thomas>> was often painted and sculpted at the Pieve. In ????, a master
of Latin grammar employed by the Prato government, Duccio di Amadore, wrote "Cincturale", anoth-
er version of the history. It is characterized by some descriptions which suggests the stand of the gov-
ernment of the period. I am convinced that this translation of "Cincturale" is significant to understand
how the government simbolized the Sacred Belt and to clarify the relationship between the cult of the
relic and the art works at the Pieve of Santo Stefano.
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